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Craft Wisdom & Know-How The Editors of Lark Books
2013-09-19
The latest addition to the bestselling Wisdom & Know-How
series is an all-in-one guide to
mastering a variety of popular
crafts, from knitting and
quilting to ceramics and
jewelry making. The fifth book
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in the popular Wisdom and
Know-How series, CraftWisdom
& Know-How covers dozens of
the most popular crafts in one
complete, all-encompassing
resource. The book is
organized by type of craft and
includes Sewing, Knitting, and
Other Needlework; Paper
Crafts and Bookmaking;
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Glasswork; Jewelry Making;
Pottery and Clay; Mosaics;
Candle-making and Decorating;
and Woodworking and
Furniture Making. The sections
are further broken down into
chapters that cover specific
crafts, each with step-by-step
directions and tips for projects
for all levels of skill and ability,
from beginner to advanced.
Hundreds of projects are
included, such as Super Sock
Monkeys, Crocheted Hats,
Etched Glass, One-Afternoon
Skirts, and Beading VintageStyle Jewelry, to name a few.
The material is hand-selected
from dozens of publications
from Lark Books, a leader in
craft books. The information is
tried, trusted, and true, and
provides indispensable
instruction and advice from the
most accomplished crafters in
the world. With hundreds of
black-and-white illustrations
and photographs, as well as
essential resources for
materials and tools, Craft
Wisdom & Know-How is a
must-have book for the
aspiring and experienced
crafter alike.
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A Treasury of Rowan Knits Stephen Sheard 2002
Patterns from
designers/knitters using the
natural fibre yarns from Rowan
Yarn Company.
A Stitch in Time - Jane Waller
2011
This breathtaking book takes
us on a journey through
knitting pattern history from
1930 to 1959. This treasury
contains 75 patterns for
women-the best of period
design with a balanced
selection of projects from
beginner to advanced;
cardigans to hats; stocking
stitch to cable, lace and Fair
Isle.
Vintage Knits for Modern
Babies - Hadley Fierlinger
2011-03-30
Vintage Knits for Modern
Babies presents twenty-five
vintage-inspired patterns from
the stylish baby knitwear label,
Shescraftyknits.com. Owner
and designer Hadley Fierlinger
shares her lovingly crafted
collection of hand-knitted,
heirloom-quality garments for
infants and toddlers aged six
months to three years. From
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caps, cardigans, and mittens to
booties, bonnets, and
blankets–each pattern features
delicate period details
hearkening back to the 1930s,
’40s, and ’50s while offering
modern comfort and a
contemporary preference for
natural and organic yarns. This
is a delightful gift for mothersto-be, grandmothers,
godmothers, aunties, and
others, offering a full range of
keepsake projects at
proficiency levels for beginner,
intermediate, and experienced
knitters.
Sarah Hatton & Martin Storey
Designer Knits - Sarah Hatton
2013-09-20
Knit Vintage - Madeline
Weston 2012
Knit Vintage offers a fantastic
selection of more than 20
timeless designs based on
original women’s knitwear
patterns from the 1930s to the
1950s. Drawing from their own
extensive collections of vintage
knitting patterns, authors
Madeline Weston and Rita
Taylor have chosen garments
for their classic style and
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updated them to appeal to 21st
century tastes. The patterns,
which incorporate traditional
stitch formations such as
cables, lace, Fair Isle and other
motifs, have been adapted to
suit an array of gorgeous
modern yarns in fashionforward colours and sumptuous
textures, including merino,
angora, cotton, bamboo,
cashmere, alpaca and silk. The
five chapters ‘Pretty Tops’,
‘Cute Cardigans’, ‘Starlet
Sweaters’, ‘Twinsets & Two
Pieces’ and ‘Finishing Touches’
– include short-sleeve tops,
cardigans, sweaters, twinsets,
stockings, a beret, shawl and
mittens. All feature classic
touches that will appeal to
anyone who loves the exquisite
attention to detail found in
vintage knitwear. Beautifully
styled and photographed, this
bespoke collection of 20
projects will delight every
knitter and fashionista who
appreciates the classic
elegance of the original
sweater girls and the retro
silhouettes of the silver-screen
starlets.
Urban Knit Collection - Kyle
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Kunnecke 2016-09-23
Stylish knitwear with a
timeless appeal! Big city style
meets classic design in this
gorgeous guide for the
contemporary crafter! Inspired
by 20th century architectural
elements, Urban Knit
Collection offers 18 DIY
projects for women and men
with a decidedly metropolitan
vibe. From Art Deco- and
stained glass-inspired sweaters
to the beaded Ritz Cowl and
Skyscraper Hat, author Kyle
Kunnecke's innovative designs
evoke the beauty of a cityscape
in runway-worthy knits that
you can customize to reflect
your personal style. Written for
would-be and longtime knitters
alike, Kyle's detailed patterns
include tutorials on a variety of
construction and finishing
techniques, from locking floats
and knitting on round needles
to reading charts and choosing
yarn. Whether your style is
uptown, downtown, or
somewhere in between, Urban
Knit Collection has you
covered!
Splendid Soles - Deborah
Breland 2018-03-15
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Knit Noro - Sixth&spring
Books 2011
This beautiful collection of
patterns for needleworkers of
all skill levels employs the
creations of a renowned
Japanese designer, who is
responsible for creating some
of the world's most magnificent
yarns from natural materials
and color-blended into
gorgeous hues.
Beginner's Guide 30 EasyTo-Crochet Pattern Stitches
- Leisure Arts 2004-02
Are you eager to broaden your
horizons by learning more
elegant - yet easy - crochet
techniques? Then this
Beginner's Guide is for you!
Step-by-step instructions and
detailed diagrams teach you 30
fast, fun stitches. Once you've
mastered the basics, use these
simple skills to fuel your
creativity as your fashion your
own designs. So let your
imagination run free, and reach
for this handy book any time
you want to learn something
new or add an exciting texture
to a project. Little Book format
presents basic crochet stitches
plus 30 versatile pattern
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stitches: Lattice, Faggot Stitch,
Web, Crosshatch, Vertical
Scallop, 3-DC Shell Stitch,
Acacia Stitch, Shadow Box,
Crosses, Lacy V, Bow Ties,
Granule Stitch, DC Diamonds,
Diagonal Fence, Treble Cables,
Alternate Stitch, Shells &
Cords, Flying Shell, HDC Puffs,
Picot Bricks, Fans & Clusters,
Puff Shells, Exchange Stitch,
Clusters & Crosses, Crunch
Stitch, Garden Rows, Leaf
Stitch, Herringbone,
Honeycomb, and Sweet Pea.
A Handknit Romance - Jennie
Atkinson 2012-02-28
Inspired by women's clothing,
lingerie, and accessories from
the 1900's to 1930's, A
Handknit Romance offers
designs that are intricate and
exquisite. Step back in time
with techniques including pintucks, picot trims, crochet
edges, lace beading, and
embroidery that convey modest
and flirty classic fitted patterns
using a range of lace,
superfine, fine, and light yarn
weights. Attention to detail is
demonstrated throughout and
the result is a collection of
unique, precious garments that
vintage-knits-30-exquisite-vintage-inspired-patter

reflect today's vogue for
vintage-inspired fashion.
Rowan designer Jennie
Atkinson offers beautiful
projects that range from small
accessories to full-size
garments and suit beginner
and seasoned knitters alike.
Along with a fresh assortment
of beautiful garments and
accessories, you'll find advice
on yarn substitutions as well as
tips on how the patterns can be
customized to fit all sizes. A
Handknit Romance is the ideal
design book for knitters who
embrace creativity and the
want to produce truly unique
pieces
Gertie's Ultimate Dress
Book - Gretchen Hirsch
2016-03-08
Every vintage-obsessed sewist
dreams of having a closet full
of gorgeous dresses. The
follow-up to the popular
Gertie's New Book for Better
Sewing and Gertie Sews
Vintage Casual, Gertie's
Ultimate Dress Book is packed
with all the information and
patterns you could ever need to
create a wardrobe filled with
stunning vintage frocks. The
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book begins with all the
essential techniques for
dressmaking and includes
instructions and patterns for 23
dresses for a variety of
occasions. Elements of each
pattern can be mixed and
matched, allowing readers to
customize the bodice, skirt,
sleeves, pockets, and details of
each dress for a truly unique
creation.
Knitting America - Susan
Strawn 2011-05-13
“Susan has placed the history
of knitting within the context of
American history, so we can
clearly see how knitting is
intertwined with such subjects
as geography, migration,
politics, economics, female
emancipation, and evolving
social mores. She has traced
how a melting pot of knitting
traditions found their way into
American culture via vast
waves of immigration,
expanded opportunity for
travel, and technology.”
—Melanie Falick This is the
history that Knitting America
celebrates. Beautifully
illustrated with vintage pattern
booklets, posters, postcards,
vintage-knits-30-exquisite-vintage-inspired-patter

black-and-white historical
photographs, and
contemporary color
photographs of knitted pieces
in private collections and in
museums, this book is an
exquisite view of America
through the handiwork of its
knitters.
Sweater Girls - Madeline
Weston 2013-01-02
Presents twenty updated
knitting patterns for sweaters,
wraps, and stoles using
modified classic patterns of the
1930s through the 1950s.
French Girl Knits - Kristeen
Griffin-Grimes 2013-02-01
Superbly fitted and fashioned
in luxurious yarns, these
imaginative patterns follow
four thematic vignettes
inspired by French daily life,
film, and history. Each section
features dramatically different
types of yarns, colors, and
stitch patterns combined with
timeless, figure flattering
silhouettes that are suitable for
knitters of all skill levels. Using
innovative seamless
construction methods, the need
for sewing seams has been
nearly eliminated by fashioning
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patterns in one piece from start
to finish, easily allowing for
adjustments for a custom fit. A
handy design workshop
features in-depth tutorials that
teach seamless construction
methods and provide valuable
technical information for both
beginning and seasoned
knitters. Perfect for all body
types, the designs are figure
flattering with curve friendly
waist shaping, empire waist
detailing, and stitch details
such as lacing, openwork, lace
edgings, and bell sleeves that
highlight the silhouette.
Forthcoming Books - Rose
Arny 2002-04
Romantic Style - Jennie
Atkinson 2006
Featuring stitch patterns in
luxurious wool, cotton,
cashmere, and mohair yarns,
this title presents 20 alluring
designs, many embellished
with beads, buttons, and lace.
Marion Foale's Classic
Knitwear - Marion Foale 1985
Vintage Knits - Kaffe Fassett
2010
"The post-war period of the late
vintage-knits-30-exquisite-vintage-inspired-patter

40's, 50's and 60's seems a
golden, unhurried age, and it's
to this era, with its mood of
renewal, that we look for
fashion inspiration. Drawing on
old photographs, films and
archives of knitting patterns to
bring this period look alive, the
designers whose work is
featured in this book have
updated and adapted classic
designs to make them easy to
wear, while at the same time
being true to the spirit of the
age. The collection
encapsulates the feel for
quality materials, lasting
craftsmanship, classic looks
and, above all, a real sense of
style. The knitwear found here
won't date in the passing of a
season; it will improve with
time and become a treasure in
its own right. It features 30
original knitted pieces for
women and men from top
designers. It includes colored
charts and diagrams, and clear
knitting instructions. Beautiful
photographs throughout
capture the spirit of the postwar era and places it in a
contemporary framework."-Publisher description.
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Homespun Vintage - Jane
Crowfoot 2013
Drawing inspiration from the
interiors and fashions of the
twentieth century, this great
new book is packed full of knit
and crochet projects which will
fit perfectly into any vintageinspired interior. The craft
skills that have traditionally
been passed down through the
generations from mother to
daughter are as popular as
ever, boosted by the current
vogue for all things vintage.
Creating your own bespoke
home furnishings is now seen
not just as an exercise in thrift,
but as a creative and
rewarding activity in itself. Two
Tone Chic draws inspiration
from the sophistication and
elegance of Coco Chanel’s
famous little black dress, the
drama of geometric art deco
shapes, and the simplicity of
embellishments such as
ribbons and lace. Folk Tales
introduces the tradition of
colour and spontaneity found in
Scandinavian and Russian folk
art, with its recurring motifs
from the natural world, as well
as joyful decorative techniques
vintage-knits-30-exquisite-vintage-inspired-patter

like bobbles, beads, pom poms,
embroidery and applique. Birds
and flowers adorn cushions,
while the bright colours of
Russian Dolls provide
inspiration for a cosy blanket
and a sumptuous floor cushion.
Time for Tea brings us to the
‘make do and mend’ era of the
1950s with its floral frocks and
afternoon tea parties. Pretty
vintage buttons, frills and lace
are all in evidence here, with
floral cushions, doilies and
table runners. With feature
spreads on the inspiration
behind each look, these
projects will help you turn your
house into a home. Word
count: 40,000
Aran Knits - Martin Storey
2012-01-31
Gorgeous cable knits with a
contempoary twist Cables and
other traditional Aran patterns
are perennially popular with
knitters, as not only do they
look great but they are
interesting patterns to knit.
Well-known Rowan Yarn
designer Martin Storey adds a
modern twist to these classic
patterns in this beautifully
photographed collection of
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desirable wearables and
accessories. The designs have a
pared-down contemporary
simplicity and soft color palette
that is sure to appeal to
knitters of all ages and
different levels of experience.
Featuring a versatile range of
garments and accessories,
including shrugs, sweaters,
hats, scarves, mitts and more-all made in natural yarns from
Rowan that are cozy and
inviting. The twenty-five
patterns range from relatively
simple to challenging-something for every knitter to
enjoy!
Knit So Fine - Lisa Myers
2013-04-05
Educating knitters about fine
yarns, this information-packed
book features more than 20
stylish and contemporary
projects to knit with
lightweight yarns. Knitters will
learn what fine yarns are, the
many advantages of knitting
with them, plus tips and
techniques to make the knitting
process even more enjoyable.
Perfect for all skill levels, the
projects in this guidebook show
that garments knitted with thin
vintage-knits-30-exquisite-vintage-inspired-patter

yarns not only fit more
precisely, but are more
flattering to the figure and feel
better against the skin. They
also offer more versatility for
fashion elements such as
ruching, ruffles, gauzy layers,
and drape. Crafters will find
stylish and contemporary
patterns, including a drapy silk
top, a supple zippered cable
hoodie, a bamboo skirt with
stunning drape, a bohusinspired pullover, a wrap dress,
a ruffled scarf, and much more.
Amazing Crochet Lace Doris Chan 2006
Explains how to transform and
incorporate traditional lace
patterns into wearable art in a
guide for crocheters of a
variety of skill levels that
features twenty innovative
designs that include the
Chrysanthemum Tea Shawl,
Heatwave Mini Dress, Tiramisu
Topper, Pumpkin Pie Jacket,
and Irish Mist Stole, among
others. Original. 15,000 first
printing.
Retro Knits - 2008
Lace Knitting - Denise Samson
2019-10
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Lace knitting is striking and
eye catching - and can appear a
little complicated, if you
haven't tried it before! Denise
Samson's helpful and
comprehensive book is perfect
for crafters with some
experience under their belts
who want to take their knitting
to the next level. Discover 40
openwork patterns, introduced
to you step by step, with fullcolour photographs, charts and
instructions to guide you, from
the deceptively simple to the
beautifully intricate. Or try out
your favourite lace stitches
with one of 30 delightful,
stylish designs - including
cushions and throws, socks and
hats, garments for children and
adults, and even a handy
bookmark! It's everything you
need to master openwork, in
one complete package.
Vintage Knits - Sarah Dallas
2002-08-20
Clear, detailed instructions,
accompanied by full-color and
black-and-white photographs,
introduce thirty knitting
patterns, updated and
reinterpreted versions of
vintage designs from the
vintage-knits-30-exquisite-vintage-inspired-patter

Yesterknits Museum. Original.
20,000 first printing.
The Gentleman's Wardrobe Vanessa Mooncie 2017-03-07
For debonair gentlemen who
eschew denim if favor of tweed,
and feel that grooming and
gallantry should not be
consigned to history, this book
will suit your needs. Featuring
a cornucopia of elegant
garments and accessories to
sew, this beautifully illustrated
book is full of inspiration and
charm. Including beautiful
garments such as pajamas,
vest, trousers and jacket, plus
indispensable accessories such
as a cravat tie, flat cap and
wallet, there's something for
every fellow who's looking to
be urbane than urban. Whether
you make these smart projects
for yourself of a loved one, this
selection of vintage-style
projects will put a spring in
anyone's step.
Modern Knits, Vintage Style
- Kari Cornell 2010-10-14
Here are more than 20 new,
retro-inspired patterns for
sweaters, skirts, scarves,
capelets, hats, gloves, and
socks from well-known
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designers such as Lily Chin,
Teva Durham, Annie Modesitt,
Michele Orne, Anna Bell, and
Kristin Spurkland. The book
will feature new color
photographs of each project
and vintage photos of the
classic garments that inspired
them. An introduction to the
patterns, schematics, and
charts will be included.
Easy to Crochet Vintage
Scrap Afghans - Vicki Becker
2012-11-02
A collection of patterns from
the 1930s to the 1950s,
updated with current
terminology and materials.
American Book Publishing
Record - 2003
A Head for Trouble - Julie
Turjoman 2014-10-30
20 knitting patterns for hats
and other accessories inspired
by fictional lady detectives of
the Roaring Twenties.
Homemade Gifts Vintage Style
- Sarah Moore 2018-12-27
Shops and markets selling
vintage furniture and trinkets
are an absolute treasure trove
for anyone looking to inject
some character and charm into
vintage-knits-30-exquisite-vintage-inspired-patter

their hoe without spending a
fortune. 'Homemade Gifts
Vintage Style' takes this one
step further by inspiring you to
make or customise your own
vintage wares and present
them as gifts. Rather than
throwing out worn jumpers and
blankets, give them a new
lease of life by turning them
into cute animals for children's
birthdays. Instead of ditching
cushions that have seen better
days, why not transform them
into something unique with
colourful and eclectic vintage
fabrics. Sarah Moore shows
you how with step-by-step
photographs accompanied by
simple instructions. Projects
can be sewn by hand or
accomplished with one simple
stitch on a sewing machine so
are suitable for all abilities.
With their colourful vintage
look these projects make the
perfect gifts for any occasion so lovely that you'll have to
resist the temptation to keep
them for yourself.
Vintage Style - Kim Hargreaves
2004
This fashion knitwear book
takes its inspiration from a mix
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of classic French films and is
photographed in and around a
pretty French farmhouse. The
garments are a mix of richly
coloured designs,
multicoloured patterns, Fair
Isles, lace, bead work and
cables. There are designs for
gloves, scarves and hats from
some of the best knitwear
designers around: Kaffe
Fassett; Kim Hargreaves;
Sarah Dallas; Martin Storey;
Sharon Peake; Louisa Harding;
Brandon Mably; Lucinda Guy
Casual & Chic JapaneseStyle Accessories (19
Projects + variations) - Yoko
Hatta 2021-08-10
A modern take on classic
knitted accessories. With a
contemporary approach to
traditional knitting patterns
and textures, Small Knits
brings to life a collection of
stylish necessities for warmth
and fashion. From selbu
mittens to unisex hats and
neckwarmers—these pieces
work for just about any mood,
recipient and wardrobe. In this
book, you'll find instructions
and photos for 19 charming
projects, plus variations,
vintage-knits-30-exquisite-vintage-inspired-patter

including: Elegant Nordic
mittens, handwarmers and a
beret Stylish neckwarmers in
houndstooth and argyle
patterns An eyecatching Fair
Isle hat and handwarmers
Comfy, durable socks in
herringbone and other classic
stitches A delicate, lacy shawl
And much more! Instructions,
diagrams and Japanese-style
knitting charts take you
through each project from start
to finish. A section on
technique shows how to
execute the stitches used in
this book. These projects are
fun and rewarding for
experienced knitters who've
enjoyed a taste of the Japanese
knitting style or would like to
give it a try.
Broomstick Lace Crochet Donna Wolfe 2015-11-15
Learn an updated take on the
vintage art of broomstick lace
with easy-to-follow photo
tutorials! Made using a superhuge needle (the "broomstick")
and a crochet hook, this
technique creates a very
distinctive cluster lace stitch
that's fun and fast to crochet.
Knitted Animal Friends 12/14
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Louise Crowther 2019-05-07
“Beautiful designs . . . children
will love the whimsical results.”
—Publishers Weekly Learn to
make an adorable collection of
knitted animal toys with these
new patterns by the author of
My Knitted Doll, Louise
Crowther. Louise brings her
unique style of coordinated
knitwear with cute colorwork
details to this new collection of
toy animal knitting patterns.
There are a total of twelve
knitted animals—each with
their own unique personality
and style. The animals all have
the same basic body, with a
few color variations and tail
additions, so the clothes can be
mixed and matched between
them to create endless outfit
possibilities. Choose your
favorite animals and outfits and
have fun making the perfect
gift for friends and family.
Vintage Knits - Sarah Dallas
2002
Vintage clothing has gained
enormous fashion credibility
over the past few years. Not
everyone can afford the
expensive price tags often
attached to vintage designer
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clothing, but it is possible to
achieve that vintage look
without spending a fortune.
Vintage Knits presents 30
exquisite knitting patterns for
sweaters, cardigans, jackets
and tops, all based on original
postwar designs, updated and
interpreted for today's modern
yarns and contemporary colour
palette. Extremely wearable
and highly desirable garments
for women of all ages range
from a delicate lace-trimmed
cotton camisole to an elegant
cotton jacket with chenille
edging. With the current
collections from designers such
as Stella McCartney and Prada
all featuring 1940s-inspired
designs, the vintage look is set
to be popular for seasons to
come and Vintage Knits is a
collection of the most desirable
and accessible of these classic
knits.
Twinkle's Weekend Knits Wenlan Chia 2008
A talented designer presents a
second collection of stylish, hip
designs that combine chunky
yarns, delicate patterns, and
bold colors in new and
sophisticated ways to create a
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wardrobe of fashions that can
be created during a weekend
getaway, including a striped
Meridian Tunic, vintage
Oceania Sweater, and Nightfall
Cropped Top, accompanied by
color photography and tips on
techniques, yarns, and
materials. 20,000 first printing.
Knitbot Essentials - Hannah
Fettig 2012-03-01
In Knitbot Essentials, designer
Hannah Fettig offers nine of
her most popular knitwear
designs in one collection. The
book features knitting patterns
for five easy-going swingy
cardigans, a live-in-it cozy
pullover, and three must-have
accessories. The book includes
a primer on creating drape in
knitwear along with some of
Hannah’s favorite knitting
techniques.
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Vintage Knit - Marine Malak
2014-09-02
Vintage Knit offers lovers of
retro style 25 beautiful knitting
patterns from the 1940s and
1950s, regraded to fit modern
sizes (small, medium, and
large) and to knit with yarns
easily available today. A short
introduction describes each
garment and suggests how to
style it, followed by clear
instructions for knitting and
making up. Details of the exact
yarn used are given to ensure
perfect results at home. Each
garment is photographed on a
model, letting you see how the
styles of the past can be part of
a very up-to-date look. A useful
section on equipment and
terminology, plus a list of
useful resources, gives you
everything you need to knit the
patterns in the book.
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